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The Designed for the dedicated farmer, grow hobbyist, or passionate plant lover, The
Rural GROWtunnel offers an enclosed cropping environment that provides protection
from wind, rain, hail and intense sun. This is particularly important in a world where
climate change is making weather patterns less predictable and crop planning difficult.
The controlled environment of our GROWtunnels reduces
crop losses to pests, wind borne diseases, pathogens and
spray drift from chemical farmers, making it the perfect
environment for organic food production.
The Rural features a strong galvanised steel frame, specified
to Blueband - BS1387 (British Standard) and durable
‘Solarweave’ 15% shade 160g cover film. Ventilation and
climate are easily controlled with adjustable side walls that
roll up to reveal in-seam stitched insect mesh, and rainwater
is collected with an integrated guttering system.
Designed by GROW and available at growtunnels.com, The
Rural is a cost effective first step into organic production as
it offers complete isolation from existing conventional farm
operations, and requires minimal land footprint.

GROWtunnel BENEFITS
→→ GROWtunnel crops out-perform field scale vegetables,
reduce losses and are more uniform,
→→ Water, compost and other input use is far more efficient
than in the paddock. There is no leaching or run off - a
win for the environment,
→→ Harvest irrigation water from the roof and work on a
closed loop system,
→→ The Solarweave cover is more durable than regular
polytunnels and will last 8-10 years before recycling,
→→ Option to join our GROW Marketplace where we can
guarantee you a reliable customer for your crops.

be a CARBON
POSITIVE Champion!

The GROW
MARKETPLACE

The embodied energy cost of producing the solarweave
cover and galvanised steel frame, in visual terms, is a Rural
GROWtunnel full of CO2. However the good news is it
only takes two crop cycles in one of our GROWtunnels to
balance out that embodied energy cost.

More than an app, the GROW Marketplace is a
subscription-based online portal designed to connect,
educate and facilitate selling your produce with local
wholesale buyers.
With GROW Marketplace you’ll have access to:
→→
→→
→→
→→
→→
→→
→→

†

certified organic seedlings delivered
real-time calendar alerts for your harvest
advice on chemical-free pest control and fertilising
local wholesaler market for your produce
real-time agronomic data for SMARTtunnel GROWers†
access to advice to assist with crop success
we’ll even facilitate ‘GROW to order’ agreements, so
your harvest is sold, even before you plant the first
seedling

From there on in, with good organic farming practices,
GROWtunnels actually store more and more carbon with
every subsequent crop - making you a Carbon Positive
Champion!
We’ll even provide guidance on growing organically, which
means managing pests without poisonous chemicals
and choosing the right fertilisers that won’t damage the
environment.

SMARTtunnel access requires additional digital hardware

The GROW MARKETPLACE ECOSYSTEM
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Fully integrated
Smart GROWTunnel
Digital Solution

Ability for Farmers to
publish, plan and advertise
their harvest to local retailers

available

SAY ‘HELLO’
to GROW

We’d love to hear from you.
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CALL: 0431 741 061
EMAIL: HELLO@GROWTUNNELS.COM
CLICK: GROWTUNNELS.COM
or FIND GROW TWC
on SOCIAL
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Ability for Retailers to lock
in reliable pricing and supply
through formalised contracts

